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Many guidance documents exist for cities
These are just three examples



They have slightly different focuses
Only slightly though



But the general approach is the same
From commitment to evaluation
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Targets + 
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Actions 

prioritisation + 
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2 3 4 5



Key challenges experienced by cities
Across strategy development and implementation planning
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Implementation misses 

financial planning, which 

dictates how a city will fund 

and/or finance the priority 

climate actions

Too much time spent on 

baselining; not enough time 

spent on implementation 

planning

Low or no city credit scores 

since most funding received 

from state and federal 

government to date



Question 2: who has read a city strategy and 
come away thinking, how is that going to be 
financed and implemented?

Question 1: who has read a city climate 
strategy that has 80% background information 
and 20% of the actual strategy?



Solution: Capital investment planning
Case study: Asian Development Bank Green City Action Planning Programme, Malaysia

Assess potential revenue and expenditure of prioritised climate projects

Identify revenue enhancement and expenditure reduction          

opportunities of the prioritised climate projects

Identify opportunities to increase investable surplus –

revenue mobilisation, value capture, enhanced land utilisation

Development charges from new 

developments built that leverage 

new access roads

Concession fees from private 

operators of public transport

Cost savings from investing in 

climate resilience

Upgrading assets with surplus 

capacity sold to users in other 

cities / states 

ii

iii

iv

Stages Examples

Baseline assessment of the city’s investment capacityi

Value for Money assessment to assess suitable procurement methodv



Solution: Climate City Contract
Case study: NetZeroCities, Europe 



Key challenges experienced by cities
Across strategy development and implementation planning
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Actions only consider the priorities 

of the city, rather than thinking 

about what the private and financial 

sector are considering as 

investment opportunities

Limiting engagement to 

the public sector

Too many actions that 

are siloed in scope



Question 3: who has integrated 
decarbonisation with climate resilience or other 
agendas to define an action before?

Question 4: who has joined forces with the 
public, private and financial sector to define 
city climate actions?



Solution: Integrating with other agendas
Case study: Smart, Low Carbon Blueprint 2035, Melaka City



Solution: Scaling climate finance
Case study: International Finance Corporation 30x30 Zero Programme, Philippines 



Solution: Climate finance accelerators
Case study: Green Home Finance Innovation Fund, United Kingdom



Question 5: what strategies will you follow to 
develop a low carbon and resilient city strategy?



Question 5: what strategies will you follow to 
develop a low carbon and resilient city strategy?

Limiting the number of 

actions to improve 

deliverability or integrating 

with other agenda to pool 

resources required for 

delivery

Engaging across the 

public, private and 

financial sector

Developing a capital 

investment planning for 

the city

Keeping the focus on    

the investability

of actions

Being open to innovative, 

sustainable financial 

products
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